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Today's	sun	and	moon	message,	6	Cancer	and	the	23rd	day	of	the	moon	cycle,
were	sent	yesterday.

So	today	we	look	at	the	north	node	of	the	moon.

The	north	node	of	the	moon	is	the	direction	that	the	entire	current
configuration	of	planets	and	aspects

are	aiming	toward.

The	north	node	of	the	moon	is	the	outcome	of	the	current	energies.



	
	

19	degrees	Cancer

The	Angels	
of

	The	Power	of	the	Word

Also	known	as	

The	Angels
	of

		Abagrion

	
Beloved,	

The	Power	of	The	Word	is	a	natural	birthright	of	each	person,
	and	is	the	activity	of	Delta,	Theta,	Alpha,	and	Beta	brainwaves	working

together,
	in	perfect	harmony,	in	conscious	awareness.

	When	this	conscious	harmony	occurs,
	the	power	to	create	and	attract	new	realities	into	form	on	every	level

of	being	is	natural.

Simply	put,	when	a	person	realizes	their	oneness	with	all	creation
[Delta-low	frequency]

	and	creates	an	intention	[Delta-higher	frequency],
and	creates	a	visual	image	of	this	intention	[Delta],

and	then	follows	with	inner	thoughts	about	this	intention	and	visual
image	[Theta],

followed	by	flowing	emotions	of	this	happening	in	real	now	time
[Alpha],

along	with	imagined	sensations	of	this	visual	image	happening	in	real
now	time	[Beta],

then	this	new	reality	is	attracted	into	being	out	of	the	quantum	field.

Delta	is	the	state	of	pure	being.
Theta	is	awareness	of	deep	inner	thoughts.

Alpha	is	flowing	emotions.
Beta	is	awareness	of	the	five	senses	and	logic,	of	linear	thought	and

memory.

By	aligning	these	four	levels	of	awareness	with	imagined	creations	in
meditation,



meditation,
	a	person	works	miracles.

In	this	way	an	information	"packet"	is	created,	and	implanted,	in	the
quantum	field.	

This	is	actually	a	holographic	lens,		made	from	the	internalized	visual
image	in	imagination,

	that	projects	new	realities	into	manifestation.

This	in	imagined	visual	image,	of	what	is	desired,	stimulates	the
pineal	gland,

often	referred	to	in	history	as	the	'third	eye'.

The	pineal	gland	then	secretes	a	unique	combination	of	psychoactive
chemicals	into	the	blood	stream.

This	causes	appropriate	'gifts	of	the	spirit'	to	manifest
according	to	the	original	desire,	intent,	visual	image	of	what	is

desired,	
according	to	the	original	deep	concepts	about	this	desire-image,
and	according	to	the	imagined	tangible	feelings	in	the	body	and

sensations.

	
Each	person	is	a	Child	of	Divine	Being,

and	manifested	accordingly,	a	unique	expression	of	Divine	Being,
made	in	the	image	and	likeness	of	Divine	Being.

"All	that	I	do	ye	shall	do	and	more."

Because	this	likeness	exists	on	the	levels	of	awareness	explained	above,
a	child	of	light	functions	accordingly	to	the	creator.



Each	person	creates	his	or	her	reality	either	consciously	or	unconsciously,
	through	The	Power	of	The	Word	as	explained	above.

	It	is	our	province	to	help	people	on	the	path	of	enlightenment	master	this
process,

	so	that	Heaven	on	Earth	is	created,
	bringing	grace	and	happiness	to	all.

We	guide,	step	by	step,	the	understanding	of	this	cosmic	language,	
	this	Power	of	the	Word,

		which		uses		the	imagination,
	as	it	has	been	taught	and	passed	down	through	the	ages.

This	knowledge	is	used	to	perform	miracles,	that	teachers	have
demonstrated	in	ages	past,

miracles	that	out	picture	Omnipotent	Will	of	Divine	Providence,	planted	in
each	seed	of	creation,

	for	the	highest	good	of	all	concerned.

The	original	Will,	desire,	and	intent	of	Divine	Providence,
	is	for	supreme	happiness	to	flow	within	each	child	of	God	and	in	all	of

creation,
	for	Heaven	to	manifest	on	Earth.

When	flowing	EMOTIONS	are	attuned	to	this	Perfect	Will	for	the	highest
good	of	all,

	then	inner	guidance	inspires	which	intentions,	visualizations,	or	virtues	to
use	in	every	situation,

	to	out	picture	whatever	will	bring	forth	the	highest	perfection.	

	Use	The	Power	of	the	Word	to	manifest	Divine	Perfection.		

Here	is	the	ancient	practice	to	activate	all	four	brainwaves	to	manifest
divine	qualities.

Go	deep	within.

	Experience	yourself	as	pure	being,	before	and	beyond	thought,	

as	pure	life	and	one	with	Divine	Mind	and	all	creation.

This	activates	the	Delta	brainwave	of	pure	being.

	In	this	state	of	omnipresent	pure	being,	the	Delta	brainwave	state,	
locate	yourself	in	your	physical	body	as	a	tiny	dot	in	the	solar	plexus.	

Now,	in	deep	meditation,	enliven	a	divine	intention,	visualization,
	or,	if	you	enliven	a	virtue,	do	it	by	visualizing	it	as	a	tiny	sun	shining	in

its	elemental	region.

This	is	a	higher	delta	brainwave	state,
	bordering	on	Theta	brainwaves.

		Here	is	an	example	on	meditating	on	a	divine	virtue.	

Fire	virtues,	such	as	omnipotence,	the	letter	K,	
are	visualized	as	tiny	suns	shining	in	the	head	region.



are	visualized	as	tiny	suns	shining	in	the	head	region.

	The	sun	will	blaze	forth	a	color	corresponding	to	its	virtue.

	Letter	K	is	a	silvery	blue	color.	

Visualize	a	silvery	blue	sun	blazing	forth	in	the	head	region.

Meditate	on	the	meaning	of	letter	K,	
which	is	original	divine	omnipotence,

	or	original	divine	willpower	for	the	highest	good	of	all.

	This	divine	quality	gives	faith	that	is	strong	enough	to	manifest	any
miracle.

Deep	inner	thought	or	contemplation	with	visualization	activates	the
Theta	brainwave	state.

Omnipotence	as	an	original	quality	is	visualized	and	contemplated	in
this	case.

		As	you	visualize	and	contemplate	original	omnipotence,	flow	with
emotions	of	omnipotence,	

the	faith	that	gives	the	ability	to	bring	forth	miracles.

	Sound	enlivens	emotions	and	feelings,	so	use	sound	either	inwardly	or
outwardly	to	potentize

	the	emotions	of	omnipotence	and	faith		to	attract	new	realities	into
form.

Emotions	and	sound	activate	the	alpha	brainwave	state.

The	sound	of	letter	K	is	the	musical	note	of	B.

		Sensations	activate	the	Beta	brainwave	state.

Sense	the	warmth	and	expansion	of	the	fire	element.



	
Keeping	the	rhythm	of	the	breath	natural,	experience	this	energy

radiating	via	the	out	breath
	through	the	pores	of	the	skin	over	the	organ	controlled	by	the	virtue.

	For	letter	K,	this	is	the	left	ear.	

	On	the	exhale,	it	is	sent	to	whatever	your	inner	guidance	directs	in	the
outer	world.

	With	the	in	breath,	it	comes	back	into	the	body	in	the	same	way,
through	the	left	ear.	

Keep	the	rhythm	of	the	breath	natural.	

This	may	be	difficult	at	first,	but	with	practice	is	easy.	

	Dissolve	the	silver	light	when	you	are	finished	to	protect	the	natural
balance	of	elements	in	the	body.

	
Air	virtues	are	seen	as	tiny	suns	in	the	lung	region.

Water	virtues	are	seen	as	tiny	suns	in	the	abdomen.

Earth	virtues	are	seen	as	tiny	suns	in	the	leg	region.
	

Study	each	virtue.	

Meditate	on	each	one	according	to	the	pattern	above.

	Ask	for	our	help.

	
This	is	how	The	Power	of	the	Word	works.

		As	you	can	see,	
The	Power	of	the	Word	is	a	four	part	language,

	it	is	the	original	language.



	
	Remember	that	sound	enlivens	flowing	emotions	of	a	divine	virtue

as	it	is	spoken	in	the	four-sense	way	
of	being-will,	thought,	emotion,	and	sensation

	[Delta,	Theta,	Alpha,	and	Beta	brainwave	states].	

Emotions	contain	compressed	information,	like	a	zip	file,	
and	are	also	magnetic,	and	attract	out	of	the	quantum	field	new

physical	realities
	that	correspond	to	the	information	contained	within	the	emotions

themselves.

	Sound	combined	with	emotion	is	charged	with	creative	power.		

If	the	sound	is	spoken	inwardly,	it	will	change	the	astral	or	emotional		world.	

If	it	is	spoken	aloud,	physical	reality	will	be	changed	directly.
	As	with	any	language,	sounds	are	joined	together	to	form	words	which	are

spoken	using	pure	being,	
intent-visualization,	meaning,	emotions,	and	sensations.

Because	of	the	necessity	of	strong	emotion	to	attract	new	realities,
	many	masters	on	the	path	to	illumination	reach	their	final

transformations	of	consciousness
	in	extreme	moments	of	crisis.	

Through	using	The	Power	of	the	Word	in	perilous	moments,	
to	visualize	a	new	and	more	beautiful	reality,

the	four-sense	speaking	of	Divine	Virtues	can	transform	any	polarity.

	It	will	transform	negativity	into	goodness	and	enlightenment.

Calling	forth	creative	powers	of	Divine	Virtues	through	The	Power	of	the
Word	

can	enliven	resurrection	and	enlightenment	when	Divine	Providence	permits.
The	soul	on	its	journey	to	perfection	learns	how	to	transmute	negativity	and

control	negative	beings,
	through	the	mastery	of	recognizing	and	releasing	imperfections	through

The	Power	of	the	Word.	

	

By	understanding	the	original	blueprints	of	perfection,	and	controlling	will
and	emotions,

	the	speaking	of	the	virtue	of	letter	umlaut	A,	ae,	releases	negative
limitations

for	transformation	into	states	that	are	the	highest	good.
Call	on	inner	guidance	to	know	exactly	what	to	do	in	any	situation,	

how	to	activate	any	Divine	quality	on	any	level.	

Divine	Love	opens	the	eyes	to	see	indwelling	Divinity,



Divine	Love	opens	the	eyes	to	see	indwelling	Divinity,
	to	transmute	into	inner	perfection,	bringing	forth	supreme

happiness	
The	mysteries	of	Divine	intentions	and	virtues	to	transform	any	situation

are	understood	through	The	Power	of	The	Word.
Call	on	us

Our	joy	is	the	well	being	of	all.
We	are	all	ONE!

	MIRACLES
	

LOVE	CONQUERS	ALL
For	all	things	there	is	a	purpose.

”	Give	thanks	for	ALL	things	concerning	you.”
	“All	things	work	for	good	for	them	that	believe.”

“As	above,	so	below.”
	“Love	conquers	all.”

	
Here	are	the	letters	of	our	name	with	the	powers	of	their	divine	virtues:

A-B-R-A-G-R-I-O-N
A	and	umlaut	A,	ae…We	teach	mastery	of	the	language	of	symbols,	mystical

knowledge	

and	formulae	of	the	divine	virtues	of	the	ancient	language.	
	

We	do	this	in	the	context	of	wisdom	of	the	divine	mind.
We	inspire	understanding	of	what	is	imperfect	so	that	it	can	be	released	for

transformation.

B…We	impart	knowledge	of	mystical	formulae	to	direct	fate	according	to
karmic	law	

through	controlling	polarity,	especially	will	and	feeling..

A	and	umlaut	A,	ae…We	inspire	cognition	of	the	original	purity	of	all	ideas		in
Divine	Mind,

and	mastery	of	mystical	faculties	such	as	clairvoyance,	and	clairaudience,
and	artistic	talents.	

We	teach	the	mystery	of	life	and	death,	which	is	power	of	transformation.		

We	help	with	control	of	destructive	passions,	and	all	negative	beings	

and	to	be	free	of	clinging	to	any	possession	on	any	level	when	it	is	time	to	let
go.

G…We	help	obtain	blessings	of	peace	and	protection	from	harm.

R…We	impart	discerning	judgment	and	impeccable	morality
to	free	the	seeker	to	follow	the	path	of	service	safely	and	unimpeachably.

I…We	show	how	to	influence	the	conscientiousness	of	anyone	and	trigger	or
erase	memories	

according	to	whatever	uplifts	life	and	furthers	the	highest	good.

Umlaut	O,	eu,	and	O…We	show	how	to	see	through	the	eyes	of	love	divine,
revealing	indwelling	perfection	and	enlivening	it.

	We	help	inspire	absolute	contentment	and	emotional	poise,	through
attunement	to	Divine	Justice	and	Harmony.



attunement	to	Divine	Justice	and	Harmony.

N…Through	divine	happiness,	we	inspire	desires	for	self	preservation,
and	absolute	freedom	and	independence	of	emotion.

MIRACLES
This	chart	is	a	quick	reference	to	the	tones,	colors,	meaning,	element,	sensation,	and	body	area.	

	Perhaps	this	will	help	everyone	in	deciding	which	colors,	pictures,	will	be	complements	to
the	messages.		

	

	

	
Note:		Not	all	browsers	see	colors	exactly	the	same.	

If	these	colors	don't	look	or	feel	right,	please	use	inner	knowing.
	

SOUND	RESONANCE	&	CORRESPONDING	VIRTUES

Tone Letter Virtue Color Element Sensation Body	Area

C

A	(ae)

Origin	&	mystery	of
life,	death,	&
transformation,
releasing
imperfection	for
transformation

loamy
brown earth weight anus

D

Art	of	creation,	the
action	of	Love	to
create;	laws	&
knowledge	lead	to
wisdom

dark	blue fire warmth right	ear

O

Divine	Justice	and

harmony,	absolute
fairness,
harmlessness,	Law	of
One	

ultramarine
blue earth weight throat	&

windpipe

R

Inner	Guidance,
Perfected	Freedom	to
serve		Divine
Providence,	maturity,
secure,	at-one	with
Laws,	ingenuity

golden	light earth weight left	nostril

Sch

Combines	Omnipotent
power	&	All-
penetrating	power,
spiritualization,
rapture

blazing	red fire warmth brain

C# Y
U	(ue)

Origin	of	the	Cycles
and	Rhythm	sof	Life,
deepest	love	&
devotion	for	God,
Love,	Providence

pink	light Akasha penetrating heart

Spiritualization	of



D

C

Spiritualization	of
Matter;	Incorporation
of	Divine	Attributes
(ideas,	virtues,
qualities)	Eucharist	in
all	forms

vermilion
red/orange

fire	&
air

warmth	&
ease stomach

E

Ever	Present
Universal
Consciousness,	Divine
Love,	Intelligence,
Omnipresence

dark	violet Akasha penetrating spine

M
Flowing	&	Feeling,
mastery	of	feelings,
sensation,	life	spirit,
magnetic	attraction

blue-green water coolness abdominal
area

D#

Ch
Clarity	&	Perfect
Purity,	especially	of
divine	feelings

light	violet water coolness left	leg

O	(oe)

Transmutation,
Profound	Divine
Cognition	through
seeing	through	eyes
of	Love	Divine,
transformation	of
mental	qualities

dark	orange earth weight testicles	&
ovaries

F

G

Divine	Grace	&	Mercy,
true	divine	blessing,
peacefulness,
happiness,
satisfaction

emerald
green water coolness left	eye

L

Majesty	of	all	Divine
Virtues	taken
together,	love	of	All
purity,	virtue,	and
depth	of	God,	true
morality,	youthening
and	vitality

shining
olive air ease spleen

T

High	Inspiration,
infuse	divine
inspiration	&	intuition
into	all	things
(transference)

brown/black
light fire warmth right

kidney

F# F
V

Legalityof	Harmony	in
all	visible	worlds,	as
above-so	below,	unity
of	all	four	levels,	will,
mind,	emotion,	action,
harmony	between
microcosm	and
macrocosm

light	green earth weight left	hand

G

A
Wisdom	&
Enlightenment,	the
original	purity	of	all
ideas	in	Divine	Mind

light	blue air ease lungs

I

Cause	&	Effect,
memory,
remembrance,
conscience,	(intention
&	result,	sowing	&
reaping)

light	opal earth weight left	kidney

W

Unification	of
Consciousness,Cosmic
Intuition, lilac water coolness gut



W
V

Intuition,
Clairsentience,
psychometry

lilac water coolness gut

Z
Highest	Intellectual
faculties,	memory	of
past	lives,	and
influence	on	memory

light	yellow air ease heart

G#

J
Highest	All-embracing
Cosmic	Love,	ecstasy
&	rapture

dark	opal water coolness diaphragm

S

Divine	Will,
quantative,	all-
penetrating	willpower
for	the	highest	good
of	all,	subtle	refined
spirit

purple,	red
tint fire warmth gall

bladder

A

B

Universal	Life,
polarity,	
electromagnetic	flow
of	will	&	emotion,
gives	control	over	life
and	death

light	violet earth weight right	eye

H

Cosmic	Language,
The	Power	of	the
Word,	using	divine
virtues	in	being,	will,
thought,	feeling,	and
sensation

silvery
violet fire warmth right	arm

N

Highest	Happiness,
control	over
influences,	gravity	&
attraction,
transference

dark	red water coolness liver

B

K
Q

Omnipotence,	highest
&	pure	light,	quality
of	power,	faith	&
courage	

silvery	blue fire warmth left	ear

P

Longing	for
perfection	and	unity
with	Divine	Light,	
beauty,purity	&
perfection	of	All

dark	gray earth weight right
nostril

U

The	Creative	Act	and
its	ongoing	effects.
Trance,Original
Source	of	everything,
Akasha,	(all
pervading)	principle,
highest	intuition

black	velvet Akasha penetrating pancreas

	
	

	
Footnotes:

The	names	and	meaning	of	angel	groups	come	from	Quaballah,	

which	is	a	very	ancient	set	of	teachings	which	together	form	a	common
precursor,	or	root,	of	three	of	the	world's	religions:

Judaism,	Islam,	and	Christianity.

Each	degree	of	the	zodiac	is	ruled	by	a	high	being	of	the	heavenly	host	in	the
zone	girdling	the	earth,

and	the	angels	who	work	with	him	or	her.
	The	being	and	the	angels	share	the	same	name.	



This	name	is	a	key	to	their	powers	and	influence.

*	Names,	phrases,	or	sections	in	the	angel	messages	are	quoted	or	paraphrased	from	the	books	of	Franz	Bardon.

Information	of	the	heavenly	hosts	of	the	zone	girdling	the	earth	is	referenced	from	THE	PRACTICE	OF	MAGICAL	EVOCATION,
ISBN	3-921338-02-6,

	and	Information	of	the	divine	virtues	and	the	letters	are	referenced	from	THE	KEY	TO	THE	TRUE	QUABALLAH,	ISBN	3-921338-
12-4].

	Publisher	is	Dieter	Rüggeberg,	Wuppertal/W.	Germany.	
These	books	have	very	important	information	for	these	studies.

***

The	book	"	Initiation	into	Hermetics"	ISBN	3-921338-01-8,	is	a	preparatory	book	for	the	others.	
Franz	Bardon's	last	autobiographical	book,	"Frabato	the	Magician",	

gives	historical	background	and	was	compiled	by	his	German	publisher	from	notes	written	by	Franz	Bardon.	

***********

	

	
Please	feel	free	to	share	these	messages.

	
	

	
The	Law	of	One	is	the	original	law	of	Creation,	



The	Law	of	One	is	the	original	law	of	Creation,	
and	is	the	supreme	Law	over	all	laws	in	all	dimensions.

THE	LAW	OF	ONE

We	are	all	one.

When	one	is	harmed,	all	are	harmed.

When	one	is	helped,	all	are	helped.

Therefore,	in	the	name	of	who	I	AM,

		and	I	AM	one	with	all	there	is;

I	ask	that	ONLY		THE	HIGHEST	GOOD	OF	ALL	CONCERNED	happen,

I	give	thanks	that	this	is	done.
SO	BE	IT!
So	it	is.

*+*

	
	
	
	

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SpiritusAngelMessages/
	

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lovingpurelove/
	
	
	




